The first technology platform for HVAC equipment that harnesses the Internet of Things (IoT).

Harnessing the IoT, Intelligent Equipment gives building owners 24/7 real-time access to the building information and unprecedented control over their operations. For facility managers this revolutionary technology platform enables HVAC equipment to monitor equipment health and automatically call for preventative support, transforming service from a reactive to proactive model. Intelligent Equipment allows building owners, managers and technicians to have access to the same building information, on the same platform, so all members of the building management team coordinate their efforts at a higher level.

**24/7 control & monitoring**

Intelligent Equipment provides real-time data streams for benchmarking performance and monitoring system operation to maintain peak operating efficiency and reduce total lifecycle costs.

**BAS without the high costs**

Customers who are looking for a simple, low-maintenance HVAC management system will find Intelligent Equipment is an ideal solution specifically designed for both customers and facility managers that need a low cost, easy to install system that can be managed anywhere, anytime.

**Energy management**

Real-time data driven decisions makes managing buildings easier while proactive system operations reduces carbon footprint and exponentially increases cost savings.

**Easy to use.**

Automated analysis summarizes and communicates alarms, makes recommendations, recognizes HVAC equipment maintenance issues and validates occupant comfort all from your computer or mobile device.

---

**Q & A**

Respond to mail@vemcoinc.com the correct answer by: February 26th to be eligible for the prize!

(No phone answers accepted; can only win once every 6 months)

**Q:** What (2) companies has Daikin Applied partnered with to provide the most secure Intelligent Equipment™ system possible?

**Prize:** $50.00 AMEX gift card

**Congrats** to Kris Rausch from DSG for correctly identifying Mike Lahti as the speaker during the Lochinvar press conference at the 2015 AHR Expo in Chicago.

---

The Future of HVAC

The Intelligent Equipment platform was officially launched to the public at the AHR Expo in Chicago on January 26th. The platform release was met with great excitement from the AHR attendees as well as the media.
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